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>Thank you for providing us with a copy of the March 1996 issue of the>Assassination Chronicles.>>On the 

first page after the cover, contributing editors are listed. It reads,>"Joe Backes, Assassination Records Review 

Board." It seems to indicate>that he>is on the staff of the ARRB, which he is not.>>Thanks again.Thank you for 

pointing that out. You're right, it could be misleading. Wemean it to say that the Review Board is his "area" as 

editor for us. I'llcorrect it in the future issues. The last thing we want is to get on thewrong side of you guys :-

)DebAlso, see the message below:Dear Folks,Concerning the March 1996 issue of The Assassination 

Chronicles:Due to conditions beyond our control and the selection of a new process forprinting, we have 

found that the issue printed is not the final version ofthe magazine and as it is a draft version, has layout, 

typographical, andeditorial errors. The errors do not make the articles unreadable, however,they are 

misleading as to the capablilites of the authors and Lancer staff.A limited run of corrected versions of the issue 

are now being processedand will be available at your request only.We sincerely apologize to our readers and 

supporters for this situation.All equipment has since been updated and we do not see problems of thisnature 

in the future.Sincerely,Debra Conway ****JFK Lancer Productions & Publications**** The Assassination 

Chronicles newsmagazine JFK Lancer Resource Mail Order visit our web site: http//server.snni.com/~jfklancr/ 

Attend "November in Dallas" November21-23,'94 http://server.snni.com/~jfklancr/Dallas.html "Serving the 

research community, educating a new generation"
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